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Abstract-- This work presents a detailed analysis of the secu-

rity requirements for Global SOA. The Global SOA is about the 
entire Web being a reusable, shareable, public SOA The main 
problem in seamless ubiquitous integration of distributed net-
work of web services into one Global Service oriented Architec-
ture is that of security. Our strategy is to work on SOAP message 
interceptor or Handler for providing message level security in 
SOA. And when we move to Global SOA then we are proposing 
architecture for ubiquitous integration of security using handlers 
without any pre-configuration required at service requester side. 
 

Keywords-- Global SOA, Handlers, SOA, Security, Web Ser-
vices. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
HE world today is seeing the power of community intelli-
gence and thoughts through the medium of blogs, wiki 

and other online communities. Wouldn’t it be great if like 
humans, applications could also work together intelligently to 
give the users what they require more efficiently and effec-
tively? Most service-oriented architectures (SOA) are still 
conceptually trapped inside an organization's firewall or VPN. 
Global SOA envisions the Web as the global stage upon 
which to act out grand visions of constructing vast supply 
chains of data and global application-to-application communi-
cation. The security is a major barrier for migrating SOA from 
enterprise network to web. Various Security mechanisms for 
SOA require static binding between communicating web ser-
vices. Hence we propose ubiquitous security architecture for 
Global SOA. 

Rest of the paper is organized as follows:  Section 2 
discusses SOA for EAI and Global SOA for Web. In next 
section we discuss the security strategy of SOAP message 
interception using handlers, for the SOA. Then we propose  
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architecture for ubiquitous integration of security using han-
dlers without any prep-configuration required at service re-
quester side [6].  

II.  SOA FOR EAI AND GLOBAL SOA FOR WEB 

A.  SOA for EAI 
SOA is the exposure of software resources in the form of 

services, which can be accessed over a network. When SOA is 
used for EAI where diverse applications in an enterprise 
communicate and collaborate to achieve a business objective, 
binding between the web services is pre-configured and the 
interaction is static. The UDDI used is private and is accessi-
ble to organization, its business partners only. Fig. 1. shows 
basic SOA architecture. Fig. 2. shows implementation of SOA 
architecture for EAI where static binding between web ser-
vices is mandatory. 

 
 

Fig. 1.  SOA Architecture 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Static web service interaction 
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B.  GLOBAL SOA for WEB 

As businesses become global there is a need for these ap-
plications to become available globally. Thus the pre-
configured binding between web services becomes obsolete. 
Suppose an application for an online shopping chain accesses 
a service broker that specializes in shipping. The broker lo-
cates services from public UDDI registry that meet certain 
criteria such as fast delivery time and invokes them at run 
time. Thus the binding between broker and web services is 
dynamic. Fig.   3. shows the dynamic binding between client 
and web services in Global SOA. 

 
Fig. 3. Dynamic Invocation of multiple web services 

III.  SECURITY FOR SOA 

A.  Security for SOA 
Security is one of the major concerns of SOA-based im-

plementations, especially when it spans outside the boundaries 
of enterprise. We identify message level security as the best 
approach for securing web services [7]. One strategy to im-
plement message level security is to embed the security proc-
essing logic in the application code. But this leads to complex-
ity in testing of both business functionality and security re-
quirements. When the business application grows larger in 
scale or becomes highly distributed, the maintenance effort 
and support to manage a change in the security processing 
logic is enormous. Also as the tools for creating web services 
directly from application code are available, this strategy puts 
additional burden on developer to study SOAP Message struc-
ture.  

A better strategy would be to use Message Handlers [1]. 
Also known as SOAP interceptors they provide a way of 
modifying the SOAP Request/Response. A simple example of 
using handlers is to encrypt and decrypt secure data in the 
body of a SOAP message [3]. A client application uses a han-
dler to encrypt the data before it sends the SOAP message 
request to the Web service. The Web service receives the re-
quest and uses a handler to decrypt the data before it sends the 
data to the back-end component that implements the Web ser-
vice. This provides the advantage of making security inde-
pendent of business functionality. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Dynamic Invocation of web service with pre-configured handlers 

 
The concept of message handler is now gaining a stand in 

context of web service security and is a best choice in SOA 
for EAI where handlers are pre-configured. But using mes-
sage security handlers with global SOA raises many concerns. 

 

B.  Global SOA security concerns with handlers 
    1)  Dynamic Configuration of handlers: 

In Global SOA, Client dynamically invokes web ser-
vices based on the result returned from the UDDI. Hence 
security cannot be pre-established. This necessitates dy-
namic configuration of security handlers. Also these han-
dlers form a chain as per the order specific to web services. 
This chain should be configured at run time for each web 
service being called. 

 
    2)  Identification of handlers: 

Now issues remains, how client identifies handlers, 
which are needed to be incorporated at its side. These in-
clude, number of handlers, type of handlers, Sequence of 
handlers for creating handler chain etc. 

 
    3)  Security handler information exchange: 

As the configuration of handlers should be dynamic, 
handler information should be conveyed to the client in 
some manner. This becomes difficult, as it requires one 
more level of interaction, which conflicts, with request-
response model of SOAP. Currently UDDI and WSDL in 
the only way that service information can be conveyed to 
the client. 

 
    4)  Types of Universal Handlers: 

Based on security requirements we have identified and 
designed handlers for Authentication, Authorization, Con-
fidentiality, Message integrity, Non-repudiation, Denial of 
Service, XML Injection, and XML Rewriting. 

 

IV.  PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE 
In global SOA, Client dynamically searches for the web 

services from UDDI and then sends SOAP request to that web 
services. Server-side Web Services has incorporated various 
handlers as per its security requirement. 
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    1)  Unique identification of handlers: 

Our solution gives unique identification for handlers i.e. 
we have created Handlers based on various security require-
ments for e.g. handler for authentication, encryption, handler 
for identifying content-based DoS attack etc. All handlers are 
part of security package and can be bundled with application 
server software or be part of J2EE / .NET Framework, or can 
be freely downloadable from the Internet. Client will identify 
server-side handlers based on this unique identification, and 
then create a handler chain from the same package to modify 
the SOAP message. 

    2)  Security handler information exchange at runtime: 
We identify UDDI and WSDL as the only means to convey 

the web service handler info to the client, as they are available 
prior to the interaction with web service. But as UDDI is a 
global database used for discovery of web services, inserting 
handler info in UDDI leads to additional burden. On the other 
hand, WSDL is located on the Application server where the 
web service is present and is associated with each web ser-
vice, hence is a better place to insert handler information. 

 

Fig. 5. Dynamic and Ubiquitous Security Architecture 
 

This implementation is based on JAVA platform; it is prob-
able that handlers can be developed using .NET framework. 
In this case, we are giving identification to handlers, irrespec-

tive of platform, solely based on final SOAP envelope gener-
ated by handlers. Hence a Microsoft .NET web service with 
handler can invoke a JAVA web service. 
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V.  IMPLEMENTATION 
As per proposed architecture we have the following setup. 
 

1. Two application servers each have one web service with 
different configuration of handlers. 
 

2. A UDDI server on which the two web services have been 
published under the same business category. 
 

3. A DII (Dynamic Invocation Interface) client web service 
running on an application server, which will query the 
UDDI first and as per the results dynamically configure and 
call other web services. 
 
Fig. 6 shows how a server-side web service is created and 

published in UDDI directory with security requirements. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.  Server-side 
 

As current version of WSDL does not define a standard tag 
for message handler chain, we have created a standard mes-
sage called ‘getHandlerInfo’ and inserted handlers informa-
tion as the ‘part’ of the message in WSDL. 

 
Fig. 7 shows configuration of two handlers Authentication 

and Digital Signature handler in WSDL. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Handler Info in WSDL 

Fig. 8 shows how a client-side web service makes a call to 
the server side web service. 

  
Fig. 8.  Client-side 

 
An intelligent module in DII client extracts handler 

information from WSDL and configures a handler 
chain at runtime using WSDL. 

A.  Result 
As we configured two handlers dynamically at the client 

side (Authentication and Digital Signature), we captured the 
SOAP envelope at the following stages: 

 
1. Between the client application and the first i.e. Au-

thentication Handler. 
2. Between Authentication Handler and Digital Signa-

ture Handler 
3. After Digital Signature Handler execution 

 
Each handler processes the SOAP envelope modifies or 

adds some security information in it and forwards it to the 
next handler. Final SOAP envelope generated is an output of 
handler chain execution which is forwarded to the target web 
Service. 
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VI.  CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have presented architecture and imple-

mentation detail for security in Global SOA. In the architec-
ture, we use SOAP interceptor as a mechanism to implement 
various security standards for SOA. When SOA migrates over 
web as global SOA, then it is necessary to implement security 
mechanism between client and server web services dynami-
cally and ubiquitously. We have taken step-by-step approach 
to solve the problem. First we created different interceptors 
based on various SOA security requirements, and gave unique 
identification to them. We discussed how service requester 
dynamically configures interceptors at its side based on secu-
rity requirement at service provider side, and implemented the 
solution for the same. 
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